Exhibition Rooms for Summer Conferences:

There are 6 major summer conferences/camp in the U.S. during the past five decades. We have been collecting the following items for display:
1. Program books
2. Articles
3. Flyers
4. Photos
5. CDs
6. Tapes
7. Logos
8. Banners
9. T-Shirts
10. Hand & Back Bags
11. Miscellaneous Souvenirs, etc.

Below shows a circular logo (1984) and three banners (2019 & 2016) collected:

Three Books of Summer Conferences:

1. East Coast: 318 pages
2. South East Region & South Region: 161 pages
3. Midwest Region, West Coast, Great Plane & TAF: 329 pages

We are working hard for collecting more information to be included in these books.

Dear Coordinators/Managers of Summer Conferences:

We would like to ask your help donating records of preparative meetings, communications with participants, speakers, musicians, etc.

We can put together those documents in a file binder for each conference and display in our exhibition room. There are more than 200 coordinators/Managers. If we can collect some, it will be a big addition for the T. A. History.
Dear Authors of Articles about Summer Conferences:

Please e-mail your articles to us. It will be posted on the T. A. Archives’ website and some will be included in the above mentioned three books.

Scholars Aborad Are Studying T. A. History:

A professor, representing a group of scholars in Taiwan, flew from Taiwan to visit T. A. Archives Center in Irvine for the information about T. A. history because they are studying and preparing some publications for it. T. A. history is an important subject in academic fields worldwide now. We hope to have more groups, including the ones in the U. S., working on it.

We also ought to collect as many historical information as possible, so we can be one of the important information sources for those scholars worldwide.

Collection of T. A. Newspapers:

We need your help to donate whatever T. A. newspapers you have to us. Many issues of newspaper have not been collected yet. For example, many missing issues of Pacific Times are shown in the link below: http://taiwaneseamericanhistory.org/blog/project-09-pacific-times/.

Donations Received in September:

1. One Circular Logo & Eight Banners of Midwest Conferences by K. Hong/MI
2. Two Banners, One Program Book, Two T-shirts & Souvenirs of East Coast Conference by S. Kao/NJ
3. Book of 23rd World Taiwanese Culture Summit by S. Cheng/CA
4. Two Directories of TAA/Greater Washington Chapter by K. Chen/MD
5. Seven Concert Program Books & Articles about three Young Outstanding T. A. by C. Chen/NY
6. One Music CD of Y. Huang by Y. Huang/CA
7. Two Books by J. Chu/MO

Progress in September 2019:

We collected 88 new entries in September. The total number of entries is 8952.

Volunteers Needed:

Need volunteers to organize books in the T. A. Archives’ library and also prepare for publishing books. The library is in Irvine/CA.

E-mail Address: taarchivescenter@gmail.com